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Abstract
A group of seven University of Wisconsin-Madison engineering professors created and piloted a
freshman introduction to engineering course with sixty-seven students in fall, 1994. The course
concentrated on having freshmen work in teams to identify customer needs, find solutions, and design a
final product for a genuine customer. Students in each of the seven lab sections first worked in small
groups of three or four to create proposed solutions, then met as a whole-lab group to decide on a
solution and design and test it. Students concluded the course with formal presentations to students,
faculty and customers. An evaluation of the course based on extensive observations and interviews with
students found that students experienced engineering in a personal, supportive, team-oriented
environment. The course helped students make informed career decisions and develop a sense of
professional identity as engineers. An analysis of retention data indicated that the students stayed in
engineering through their freshman year at a higher than average rate of 96Y0, compared to 75$Z0 in a
control group. Eighteen of the twenty women were retained.

Background
In 1993 the University of Wisconsin-Madison College of Engineering set up the College
Curriculum Committee to examine whether a gap existed between its engineering education program and
the expectations of employers. The committee concluded there was indeed a gap, and identified the
needs to retain more freshmen and increase the number of women and minorities in engineering.
Simultaneously, Sandra Courter and Katherine Sanders began a teaching improvement project with six
engineering faculty that would be Sanders’ Industrial Engineering Ph.D. dissertation project. The faculty
examined the learning experience, exploring ideas they could use to improve their teaching and student
learning. The opportunity to put their ideas into practice came with an Advanced Research Projects
Agency-funded Technology Reinvestment Project grant awarded to the Engineering Research Center for
Plasma-Aided Manufacturing. The grant included funding for a new freshman introduction to
engineering course beginning fall, 1994.
The Fall 1994 Pilot Course
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The new course’s faculty met during the summer of 1994 to plan the course. They set the goal of
the course to provide freshmen engineering students with an experience that allows them to discover
engineering by practicing engineering in a realistic situation. Having the students work in small teams on

a real hands-on design project for a real customer was chosen as the basic structure of the course.
“We chose design because we thought that would be a really good vehicle to bring in a lot of the things
we thought were important for first year students to be exposed to, ” explained one faculty member.
The sixty-seven students enrolled in the fall, 1994 initial course offering were given the task of
designing access for physically handicapped people to buildings at the Old World Wisconsin historical
site. The following goals were stated in the student course handbook:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

work constructively in a design team.
learn some engineering principles and engineering language
seek out, digest, and use information from diverse sources
learn from and teach your colleagues
get to know your customers: wheelchair users and building staff
communicate your designs effectively
understand the design environment (business, legal, social)
keep a personal record of your design process and your learning

The course consisted of a 50 minute lecture and a three-hour lab each week, taught by seven
faculty and seven senior student assistants. 1 Faculty took turns giving lectures, and one faculty member
and one senior assistant paired up to teach a lab section. Students in a lab section formed small groups
of three to four to develop designs, then selected one design for further development as a whole-lab
group of about ten students. The students kept a journal and prepared two presentations: their small
group’s design to the other lab members, and their whole-lab presentation to the course’s students, faculty
and customer. Students were encouraged to engage in a dialog with faculty and senior assistants through
Email.
Students participated in peer and self assessment. Both faculty and senior assistants assessed the
students’ progress on the basis of observations in the lab and the quality of their journals and team
presentations. In making these assessments, faculty and senior assistants emphasized students
participating in the process of design and the progression of learning, not their attaining a “right answer”
to the design problem.
Course Evaluation Process
The pilot fall 1994 course offering was evaluated by the University of Wisconsin-Madison’s
Learning through Evaluation, Adaptation and Dissemination (LEAD) Center. The purpose of the
evaluation was to understand the effect of the new course on students, and was primarily based on the
collection of qualitative information. Twenty-eight students, equally divided between male and female,
were interviewed in the fourth week and at the end of the semester, the fourteenth week. In addition, the
evaluators led one female and one male focus group discussion, with each group composed of one
student from each lab section. Two lab sections were observed each week, as well as all the lectures.
All students in the course completed a survey during the tenth week of the course. The individual
interviews and focus group discussions were as open-ended as possible to ensure that the students’
experiences, rather than the evaluators’ conceptions, were the center of the conversation.
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The evaluation also gave the faculty “real-time” feedback during and immediately after the
semester. The LEAD Center evaluators held meetings with the faculty and senior assistants several times

during the semester. At each meeting, faculty and evaluators discussed the evaluators’ “work-in-progress”
reports, and the faculty developed a set of “action items” to revise their plans during the semester. The
LEAD Center completed a final report a month after the semester ended.
Evaluation Results
The focus of the evaluation was on the qualitative understanding of the students’ experiences.
Quantitative retention data based on the classifications of students at the end of the 1994-95 academic
year were also analyzed. This analysis compared students who completed the course with students on the
waiting list who could not enroll because of the limited course enrollment. The following data represent
the classification of students as of June, 1995:
●

Almost all of the 67 students completing the course (96%) had an engineering
classification. Of the 34 students on the waiting list, 75’% had an engineering
classification.

●

Females represented 30% of the course (20 students) and minorities less than 5%.
Eighteen of the twenty women completing the course had an engineering classification.

●

39% of the students who took the course had selected a specific engineering major, such as
mechanical or civil, as compared to 25% of the waiting list students.

●

Seven of the eight engineering majors were selected by students completing the course, as
compared to five of the eight by students on the waiting list.

These data indicate that a higher than usual number of students completing the course were
staying with engineering and had chosen a major. What accounts for these retention results? The
qualitative information obtained from the interviews and focus group discussions with students suggests
several reasons, presented below in terms of prevalent student experiences. These experiences are
illustrated by the students’ own descriptions (in italicized quotes) of what made the course important for
them. Of particular note, an analysis of their interviews indicated that their experiences revolved around
the teams they formed in the lab to formulate and construct their designs.
Student Ex~erience 1: Students ex~erienced en~ineerin~ in a personal, supportive. team-oriented
environment.
Teams were the most frequently mentioned part of the learning process by students. Many
students found that teamwork allowed them to develop confidence. Some typical remarks:
Some people are outgoing right away, involved, show leadership, and then there’s some
people who are kind of shy, quiet, who just kind of sit in the corner. And I was pretty
much one of those shy people to begin with. That’s usually where I’m at, but I made
myself get involved and it’s a lot more fun when you get involved!
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For myse~ my confidence and self-esteem grew as the time went on, which is good. Usually in a
large setting you ‘re just working and you are pretty much no one. You’re just a number as I said
before. Knowing that you actually are participating in and having a positive influence is just

really nice to feel inside, to know that you’re needed--that you’re wanted.
The teams did not automatically function efficiently from the start, but went through a development phase
as students got to know each other and learned to work together:
After awhile the people got a little more comfortable with everyone else and were more willing to
listen to everyone and be more responsive to everyone.
At the beginning [the course was] kind of weird, you know, because you didn ‘t really know
anybody... but the last couple weeks it was just hilarious because we were all involved. We just
had a great time!
Students often mentioned the personal contact with professors and senior assistants as a being a key
element for them:
But this--with the size of these groups and the way it’s set up, you get to know your senior
assistants as well as your professors, and sort of like a family almost... It provides for a
comfortable atmosphere and it’s just a lot easier to learn when you ‘re not all up tight and alone.
Well, getting to know the professor and the senior assistants is a big thing, and them getting to
know you.
The hands-on lab activities helped students get involved in the design process and with each other:
At the beginning people were taking things apart and they thought it was the greatest thing ever.
Like you want to know how it works, you know. “Here, I’ll show you this now. ” You get what’s
inside and then find it and that was cool. ‘Cause I didn ‘t know how it worked and that was really
interesting.
Student Experience 2: Teamwork develo~ed friendships which are crucial to freshmen who are new to
G21M2!M
And it’s really nice to feel like you fit in, that you know people. You ‘re not a stranger. It just
feels nice to have someone to say “Hi” to you!
Well, you ‘ve had a common experience. You ‘ve got something you can talk about--remember
when you did this or that.
It kind of makes you feel like you already have a place here. Which as a freshman, this college is
so big, so, I don ‘t know, you get kind of scared because you don ‘t really know where anything is
and everything. It is kind of nice to come over here where some people actually know you.
Student Experience 3: Students discovered that teamwork is effective and is a valuable real-world skill.
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That’s the whole point of having engineers work together, because each of them are specialized in
their respective fields. And that’s why the teamwork aspect of this class is so important, because
later on you ‘re going to have different engineers with specializations in other fields working

together so they can share that expertise on subjects that they know.
Many students noted that working in teams allows each student to go beyond his/her individual
capacities:
‘Cause otherwise (without teamwork) you’re just still going to be one person, limited to your
capacity then.
Student Ex~erience 4: Students discovered that thev learn best when thev are in a mouu and must be
rest) onsible for their own learning and urogress.
If someone proposed a certain change in the design and I didn’t understand it right away, other
people would join in and help explain it so I understood the whole thing. They wouldn ‘t just say,
“Oh, forget it. ” They would make sure I understood it, and then I would do the same f I had an
idea.
The faculty and senior assistants created an environment in which students learned from each other. The
role of the instructors was to facilitate teamwork, motivate students, then get out of the way and let the
students think for themselves:
That’s why I think the whole course was more like - you teach yourselves. You learn from each
other more than you do from the professor. He’s just kind of there to supervise it.
So then he kind of started us of( and as he saw us getting into it... and we would just continue.
. . . We were like, “Wow, I don ‘t believe we ‘re doing this. He’s not even here. ” We liked the way it
was all on our own.
The design process encouraged students to becomes active learners:
One thing it did show me is that I think I learn best amongst a group of people sitting together
discussing, rather than having a professor lecturing to a bunch of people.
Student Experience 5: The course helued students make a career choice and develop a sense of
professional identitv as engineers.
Many students indicated that the course helped them because it “showed different angles of what
engineering is” and “reassured their direction”:
Actually participating in an engineering project like this--seeing what it’s really going to be like,
actually participating in something rather that just reading out of a book--it really makes a
difference in what you think.
Most students remarked about how the course gave them a “peek behind the scenes” of engineering:
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You’re actually going through what a real engineer does without being an engineer yet. That’s
why I think it’s cool that this is my freshman year, so people understand what they’re getting
into... I never thought I would be able to feel what it’s like to be an engineer so early. Like that

actual nervousness with the presentation, that actual building without professors telling you what
to do, but you decide what you want to do. I thought that was a big thing for me personally.
Throughout the semester students tried to picture themselves as engineers and valued the variety of
sources in the course that gave them a glimpse of what being an engineer would be like. By the end of
the first semester, many students said they felt comfortable in engineering:
I was going to switch to the business school. And I looked into the business school and stujf And
it seemed almost weird to want to switch because I already felt so comfortable here.
Several students found that the interactions and the problem-solving skills they developed in the design
course affected how they felt about their future:
I like the idea of interaction and solving problems and I think that whatever I do with my life it’s
going to be part of that and I would say that this course will have helped. I still feel pretty
strongly that I’m probably going into engineering, and that’s the track I’m on right now full-steam.
That made me realize that all the work that we’re going to be doing in college is going to pay off
eventually. And we ’11 find careers that we ’11 hopefully enjoy, to a certain extent. And it also made
me realize that we aren ‘t going to be locked up in some lab or in some ofice never to see another
human face again.
Student Experience 6: Female students (30% of the class) develo~ed confidence and had a Positive
introduction to what thev considered to be a traditionally male field of study.
Oh, very comfortable. Very, very comfortable. Everybody got along really well... the guys were the
majority, I would just feel uncomfortable sort oj sometimes. They were really good about it, too. I
was kind of scared to begin with, because I know engineering is such a male dominated field.
I went in there not really knowing much, being a girl [laughs], not knowing much about
mechanical things and wood and putting things together, and now I’ve got some knowledge of
building and some of the engineering things we learned.
As a further indication of their generally positive experience, many of the comments illustrating Student
Experiences 1-5 above were from female students. Four of the seven senior assistants were female,
which possibly contributed to the female students’ successful experience.
Discussion
The students’ experience of going through an open-ended design process as a team ‘was the
essential feature of the course. The interactions among team members helped students build confidence
and self-esteem. Experiencing a realistic design project provided a context in which students could make
informed decisions about pursuing an engineering career. The faculty and senior assistants represented a
variety of engineering disciplines, and the senior assistants provided a bridge between the faculty and the
freshmen students. The course gave students a shared experience and a series of successes as they
discovered the engineering design process first hand, with a real project and a real customer.
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The faculty used the evaluation feedback meetings held during the semester to adjust their
teaching as they came to better understand the effects of the course on their students. They recognized
that their goals for students were still emerging, and revised their original goals after the fall 1994 pilot
semester was completed. “We’re in the early development stage,” remarked one. The reformulated
goals are:

●

allow students to learn how to form and work in teams (team dynamics)

●

provide the opportunity for a sequence of successful experiences for the student

●

have students acquire a feeling (hands-on) of what engineering entails and might
encompass

c

develop design process skills on a “real” design project with “real” customers

●

develop skills for hardware and software usage in the projects in an as-needed basis

●

develop context for engineering curriculum, so students see connections among math,
science and technology classes

●

develop confidence in engineering as a career, particularly for students with little prior
knowledge or experience in engineering-type activities

In comparing these goals with the ones from the first semester, one can see a shift from learning
specific content and skills towards experiencing a process with other students and developing a sense of
what engineering entails. These revised goals more accurately reflect the students’ experiences and their
descriptions of what they found valuable in the course: what they want and need to become engineers.
The faculty anticipate that the goals and philosophy that emerged during and after the pilot semester will
continue to evolve.
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